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Abstract. The Trading Agent Competition (TAC) is an international forum
which promotes high quality research regarding the trading agent problem. One
of the TAC competitive scenarios is Supply Chain Management (SCM) where
six agents compete by buying components, assembling PCs from these components and selling the assembled PCs to customers. In this paper, we briefly describe the strategies implemented in the CrocodileAgent, our entry in 2005
TAC SCM. The agent’s performance in a series of controlled experiments is
discussed.

1 The CrocodileAgent
The CrocodileAgent is an intelligent agent developed at the Department of Telecommunications, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing in Zagreb, Croatia. Designing the CrocodileAgent was an extension of a project that started in 2004
when the KrokodilAgent [1] was developed. The CrocodileAgent participated in the
TAC SCM 2005 [2] and achieved 16th place in the qualifications, 12th place in the
seedings and 4th place in its quarterfinal group.
The central agent component is the ZTELAgent which coordinates collaboration
between all the other agent components. The CustomerImpl is responsible for the
agent’s interaction with customers. The InventoryImpl keeps track of component
prices and provides enough components for continuous PC production. The SupplierImpl sends orders to suppliers and takes care of delivered components.
A simplified description of the algorithm used for component purchase follows.
The CrocodileAgent implemented two supply tactics: day-0 procurement and ordering components during the game. The agent ordered a large number of components
on day-0 by sending RFQs with the following delivery dates: 3, 9, 17, 27 and 69. The
reserve prices the agent was willing to pay for the components were 102%, 107%,
92%, 82% and 77% of the nominal price on the respective delivery dates. If the need
for components occurred during the game, additional components were ordered. The
agent always accepted partial offers. Each day the agent calculated the component
quantity ordered, but not delivered up to that moment, and multiplied it with a distance factor. The agent checked the number of components currently stored in the
warehouse and the number of components ordered to see if it was necessary to order
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components that day. The agent sent long-term RFQs with larger quantities to ensure
long-term occupancy of the warehouse. The quantities were modified depending on
customer PC demand and component shortage on the market.
Next we describe the PC selling algorithm used. The CrocodileAgent graded RFQs
from 1 to 10, where a higher grade marked more profitable RFQs; RFQs with the
same grade were sorted in chronological order of their delivery dates. The grades
were determined by calculating the difference between the customer’s reserve price
and the agent’s cost of producing a certain PC. In case there were not enough components to produce the requested PCs, the agent checked to see if they could be delivered from the reserve PCs stored in the warehouse. The basic PC price was calculated
by summing the average prices of each component incorporated in the PC. The
agent’s desired profit was a percentage of the basic PC price and it varied depending
on customer PC demand, factory utilization, previous prices and other factors.
Both algorithms can be applied to auctions which include supply chain management subject to minor modifications regarding game parameters. Since the algorithms
are not tightly connected, they can be used separately in First-price Sale-bid auctions.

2. Controlled Experiments
To evaluate the agent’s performance, we held a competition with some of the best
agents from the TAC SCM 2005. The chosen opponents were: TacTex [3, 4], Mertacor [5], DeepMaize [6], MinneTAC and the PhantAgent. The final ranking is shown
in Table 1. We conducted a detailed analysis of the games played mostly with the
CMieux Analysis and Instrumentation Toolkit for TAC SCM [7].
The average prices paid for each component type are shown in Figure 1. The CPU
price accounts for more than 50 % of the PC price so it is very important to purchase
cheap CPUs. TacTex bought some of the cheapest CPUs while DeepMaize paid the
highest prices for CPUs. The CrocodileAgent bought the third cheapest CPUs. This is
interesting since the CrocodileAgent does not have a sophisticated algorithm with
supplier capacity estimations and customer demand predictions to determine component prices and required quantities. We can see that Mertacor bought the cheapest
motherboards and memory, while the CrocodileAgent bought the cheapest hard disks.
MinneTAC bought the most expensive motherboards, memory and hard disks.
The number of sold PCs are shown in Figure 2. All the agents mostly sold Mid
Range PCs. MinneTAC sold more High Range PCs than Low Range PCs. The
CrocodileAgent sold an equal number of Low and High Range PCs, while the remaining agents sold significantly larger quantities of Low Range PCs than High
Range PCs.
Table 1. Competition results at server mobility3.labs.tel.fer.hr .
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Fig.1 Average component prices
If we look at the average PC selling prices in Figure 2, we can see the reason for
the CrocodileAgent placing last in this competition. Namely, it sold the cheapest PCs.
The reason for this lies in the PC selling algorithm and the way the agent determined
his desired profit. DeepMaize achieved the highest average PC selling prices for Low
and Mid Range PCs and the second highest average PC selling price for High Range
PCs. MinneTAC also has a successful selling algorithm which achieved the highest
average PC selling price for High Range PCs.
To conclude, we can say that TacTex won the competition due to its highly efficient procurement algorithm and a good PC selling algorithm. The large number of
components bought and PCs sold only contributed to the victory. DeepMaize lost first
place due to its very high component purchase prices, especially CPUs. Mertacor
performed best between the three agents which sell smaller amounts of components.
It bought rather expensive CPUs but some of the cheapest motherboards, memory
and hard disks. Its PC selling prices were average and that was enough for it to place
third in the competition.
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Fig. 2 Total quantity and the price of sold PCs.

The PhantAgent bought rather cheap components but also sold some of the cheapest PCs. When combined with the small amount of PCs sold, the final score of the
PhantAgent put it in fourth place. The MinneTAC agent performed best in selling
High Range PCs at very high prices. MinneTAC finished in fifth place. Some of the
reasons include very high component purchase prices and a small total number of
PCs sold.

3. Conclusions and Future Work
We briefly listed the important basic agent tasks and explained how they were implemented in the CrocodileAgent. In order to improve the functionalities of the agent,
we held a competition with some of the best agents in TAC SCM 2005. We figured
that this was a good way to determine the agent’s soft spots. The results were a little
discouraging since the CrocodileAgent placed last, but a lot was learned. The main
reason for the CrocodileAgent’s results lies in its reactive PC selling algorithm. This
algorithm does not predict the fluctuation of prices on the PC market. Instead, it only
reacts to the current state of the PC market and regulates its desired profit per PC. The
component purchase algorithm functions quite well, but there is always room for
improvement. The changes of the component purchase rules introduced in TAC SCM
2005 required a lot of work on the component purchase algorithm. Since there are no
major changes in TAC SCM 2006, the CrocodileAgent represents a good basis for
further development. Special attention needs to be dedicated to the PC selling algorithm with an emphasis on customer demand prediction and the prediction of winning
PC prices. At this time, we are conducting some experiments which introduce fuzzy
logic into the agent to help improve some of its functionalities.
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